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Supplement 6F―Teacher Resource: Vocabulary Cues and Predictions/Inferences Graphic Organizer 
 
Text: Chato’s Kitchen, by Gary Soto, illustrated by Susan Guevera 
 
Vocabulary 
Before Reading During Reading During/After Reading 
Spanish English Context Glossary Definition 

No problema No problem Chato making himself feel better after he failed to catch the sparrow It’s not a problem. 

Órale ? C. greeting his neighbors all right 

de veras, hombres ? guys Mice ran away. C. trying to bring them back It’s true, guys. 

muy simpático ? Author translates—“very nice” in commas after the words very nice 

Híjole ? At the beginning of a sentence—expression of surprise wow 

mil gracias thank you Author translates—“many thanks, mil gracias” many thanks 

¿qué no? ? no At the end of a question Right? 

frijoles ? beans for frijoles (refried) beans 

guacamole avocado dip avocados for guacamole avocado dip 

arroz ? Author translates—“of course we need rice” rice 

las tortillas tortillas C. asks Novio Boy—help with las tortillas thin, flat round cake 
made from cornmeal or 

flour 

salsa fresh tomato sauce not too spicy sauce 

tamarindo ? a large pitcher of tamarindo—something to drink beverage made from 
the tamarind, a fruit 

fajitas ? food broiled strip steak 
wrapped in a tortilla 
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Supplement 6F―Teacher Resource: Vocabulary Cues and Predictions/Inferences Graphic Organizer (cont.) 
 
Before Reading During Reading During/After Reading 
Spanish English Context Glossary Definition 

enchiladas ? food meat rolled inside 
tortillas, covered with 
chili-flavored sauce 

carne asada ? food grilled steak 

chiles rellenos chilis ? food stuffed chili peppers 

Flan ? the words “finally” and “sweet” suggest a dessert carmel-colored custard 

quesadillas ? food made from cheese cheese turnover 

ratoncitos rat Author translates—“Ratoncitos, little mice” little mice 

Fiesta festival dinner party party 

chorizo con mice ? Chorizo = “sausage”—name of mice’s friend sausage with mice 

Barrio ? barrio of mice on its back? neighborhood 

¡Holá! Hello barked politely—a greeting Hello! 

Mira ? at the beginning of the sentence Look 

¡Salud! ? Author translates—“to your health!” to your health 
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Supplement 6F―Teacher Resource: Vocabulary Cues and Predictions/Inferences Graphic Organizer (cont.) 
 
During reading, predictions/inferences based on: 
Evidence in the Text Your Background Knowledge 
Scrape of tiny feet—C.’s ears go up 
 

Cats love to eat mice. 

Prediction or Inference 
Chato hears some mice in the yard next door and immediately thinks about eating them! 
 
 

Evidence in the Text Your Background Knowledge 
C.’s eyes big—whiskers vibrated 
 

Chato is thinking about eating the mice. 

Prediction or Inference 
Chato will eat the mice. 
 
 

Evidence in the Text Your Background Knowledge 
C. calls them “juicy” mice—mice shiver like leaves—Chato’s stomach 
growls 
 

Mice are afraid of cats. 

Prediction or Inference 
The mice will hide from C. 
 
 

Evidence in the Text Your Background Knowledge 
C. invites “tasty” family—changes the word to “lovely” 
 

People use “sweet” talk to trick others. “Tasty” infers C. would like 
to eat them! 

Prediction 
The mice will fall for C.’s trick. 
 
 

Evidence in the Text Your Background Knowledge 
Mice friend—chorizo (sausage) 
 

Animal shaped like a sausage—a dachshund 
Many cats are afraid of dogs. 

Prediction or Inference 
C. will be frightened by a dog! 
 
 


